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John Holdren, Director of the Office of Science 
and Technology Policy, “has directed Federal 
agencies with more than $100M in R&D 
expenditures to develop plans to make the 
published results of federally funded research 
freely available to the public within one year of 
publication and requiring researchers to better 
account for and manage the digital data resulting 
from federally funded scientific research.”
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Enabling Learning

• Would the training of pathologists (or other 
professionals) change if hundreds/thousands of 
trial-labeled images were publicly available?
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• Research subjects and their support groups could conceivably 
access data related to their diseases
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Take home points

• ImmPort isn’t the end of the line, it’s a beginning

• Many successful uploads into ImmPort

• Looking at data is good; reanalyzing it is great
– Clinical trial results can be reproduced and expanded

– For external investigators to do this, they need to find the data

• While individual studies are great, pooling studies may be 
more powerful
– Pooling enables new questions that coexist with investigators

– Let’s learn why trials work and fail

– Need better annotations (ontologies) to make this work

• Linking molecular and clinical trial data will enable even 
more virtual studies and findings
– Need catalogs and annotations to make this work
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